This paper suggests a formula able to capture potential stronger connection among credit losses in downturns without assuming any specific distribution for the variables involved. We first show that the current model adopted by regulators (Basel) is equivalent to a conditional distribution derived from the Gaussian Copula (which does not identify tail dependence). We then use conditional distributions derived from copulas that express tail dependence (stronger dependence across higher losses) to estimate the probability of credit losses in extreme scenarios (crises). Next, we present an example based on a specific copula that indicates upper-tail dependence among credit losses. Simulations show that, for both credit classes tested (retail and corporate), the alternative method outperforms the Basel formula which, in turn, is prone to result in insufficient capital when the losses have positively-skewed distributions (long tail in the right side) and are upper-tail dependent (a realistic representation of credit portfolios, according to the literature). The method proposed is extendable to any differentiable copula family which gives flexibility to future practical applications of the model. JEL codes: G28, G21, G32, C46, C49
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INTRODUCTION
The model (Basel Accord) adopted by regulators in many countries to calculate the capital to cover unexpected credit losses in financial institutions assumes normally-distributed variables and uses the linear correlation to measure dependence across losses. However, these assumptions do not allow the identification of possible stronger dependence across losses in extreme scenarios (which seems to be the case for several financial assets, loans included) and, therefore, the Basel method may underestimate joint credit losses in periods of crisis.
Albeit the formula currently used in Basel Accords has a derivation not associated to copula functions, we show that it turns out to be equivalent to the first derivative of the Gaussian Copula (which denotes symmetric association without tail dependence). Moreover, the distribution of one variable conditional on another variable can be calculated as the first derivative of the copula that represents the dependence between the considered variables with respect to the conditioning variable. In other words, the Basel formula can be interpreted as the cumulative distribution of a latent variable (asset returns of obligors, for instance) conditional on the economic status. Based on this interpretation of the Basel model, we propose the use of copulas that capture stronger dependence among high losses (stronger dependence among low values of debtors' asset returns) to generate alternative conditional distributions. So, we keep the basic intuition of the traditional approach but change the dependence structure such that we can identify higher probability of default in adverse scenarios. The alternative model is basically set as the first derivative of the copula chosen to represent the relationship between the latent variable and the economic factor with respect to the latter variable. At this point, we face a challenge pertaining to the copula parameter that measures the dependence intensity. For some copulas, this parameter can be directly deduced from the rank correlation (Kendall's tau) between the variables. Thus we need to find the rank correlation between the latent variable of each loan and the economic factor but we cannot calculate it since we do not have enough information about the second variable. To overcome this problem, we show that the rank correlation between the latent variable of each debtor and the economic factor is related to the rank correlation between two latent variables (e.g. asset returns of two obligors) which can be presumed from past losses (default rates). Once we have an estimate for the former rank correlation, we will have all necessary information to calculate the conditional probability by means of the first derivative of a copula with a given confidence (unfavorable economic level).
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As an example, we present a formula originated from the Clayton Copula that is able to detect stronger connection (tail dependence) among low values of latent variables (which is equivalent to identify higher dependence among high credit losses). The resultant formula to calculate unexpected (extreme) credit losses does not assume any kind of distribution for the variables considered and therefore overcomes the limitations of the existing method with regard to the assumption of normality and the use of the linear correlation.
Simulations corroborate our hypothesis that the Basel formula tends to underestimate the likelihood of joint extreme defaults when losses present positively-skewed distributions and right-tail dependence (which, according to the pertinent literature 1 , characterize loan portfolios held by financial institutions) and show that the alternative approach yields better estimates of unexpected losses when compared to Basel.
In short, our contributions are threefold: (i) we present an alternative derivation of the Basel formula and show that it corresponds to the first derivative of the Gaussian Copula; (ii) we set up a model able to capture stronger dependence among credit losses in unfavorable scenarios which results in more efficient estimations of potential extreme losses; and (iii) we propose a way to derive the dependence between a latent variable of each loan and an economic factor from the dependence observed across loans' default rates.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce copula functions and explain how conditional distributions can be derived from them. Then, we present two derivations of the Basel formula used to estimate extreme credit losses. Section 4 contains an example of conditional distributions that can capture potential asymmetric dependence across losses.
Simulations are used in Section 5 to compare the performance of the proposed model to the performance of the Basel model. Section 6 concludes.
COPULAS AND CONDITIONAL DISTRIBUTIONS
Copulas are multivariate distribution functions with uniformly distributed margins in ( According to Joe (1996) 2 , the cumulative distribution of a random variable conditional on other variables is given by the first derivative of the copula that represents the dependence among the variables with respect to the conditioning variables (those placed after the symbol "|"): 
where x and v indicate the conditioned and the conditioning variables respectively and the remaining notation is the same used in the prior formula.
The first derivative of some bivariate copulas can be found, for example, in Joe (1997, Chapter 5), Aas et al. (2009), and Bouyé and Salmon (2009) 2 A detailed proof of this formula is given in Czado (2010) .
is an unconditional distribution and  is the Clayton Copula parameter between X 1 and X 2 . Note that this same concept of conditional distributions is treated in Bouyé and Salmon (2009) as nonlinear quantile regressions. The models proposed here are equivalent to quantile regressions but we do not use this terminology to keep the discussion as simple as possible.
The strength of the dependence (copula) is expressed by a parameter  which is closely related to rank correlations Kendall's tau ( ). 
The parameter of the Gaussian Copula is usually represented by  . We adopt the notation  to distinguish the Gaussian Copula parameter from the linear correlation coefficient between the variables studied. These two measures of dependence are identical only when the marginal distributions are normal. 4 The proof is given in Nelsen (2006, chapter 5) .
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BASEL METHOD: TWO DERIVATIONS
The calculation of extreme credit losses
For each homogeneous credit segment, the capital required to cover unexpected losses is calculated as the unexpected losses adjusted by the portfolio maturity.
In mathematical terms:
where LGD is the "loss given default", i.e. the percentage of exposure the lender will lose if borrowers default and PD stands for probability of default. Maturity corresponds to the maturity of corporate loans (i.e., not applied to consumer debt) and is added to the calculation in order to give higher weight to long-term obligations which are known to be riskier. For the sake of brevity, the maturity formula is not presented here. See BCBS (2005 BCBS ( , 2006 for more details.
The other term in [4] , V K , is the expected default rate at the 99.9% percentile of the PD distribution ("Vasicek Formula") -see Vasicek (1991 Vasicek ( , 2002 -and is calculated as: PD is the probability of default of the loan portfolio (average); )
, is the level of the economy (confidence) chosen to represent an extreme scenario when unexpected losses may occur. Therefore, the systematic factor is assumed to be normally distributed; and Rho (  ) is the correlation between returns of obligors' assets.  is the linear correlation between the unobserved systematic factor and those asset returns. In Basel method, the correlation between asset returns is calculated as a function of PD and (in the case of corporate [ 4 ] Size e e e e PD PD  where "Size" (in € million) refers to the obligors' size and is applied for annual sales between €5 million and €50 million.
Derivation from factor models
Some leading industry credit risk models, such as CreditMetrics  and KMV  , rely on the presumptions of structural models (initially proposed by Merton, 1974) according to which an obligor defaults when a latent variable associated to it (typically interpreted as the log-returns of its assets) falls below a threshold (the amount needed to pay the outstanding debt).
The dependence across defaults of different obligors is estimated in line with factor models which assume that the correlation among defaults is driven by the debtors' latent variables (see, for instance, Crouhy et al., 2000 and Bluhm et al., 2002) . Such underlying variables are impacted by common (systematic) factors that affect all obligors and specific (idiosyncratic) factors that have effect only on the respective borrowers.
The idiosyncratic factors are assumed to be independent from one another and therefore do not contribute to asset return correlations which are exclusively determined by the systematic factors.
To illustrate this idea, consider a case based on an example given by Bluhm et al. (2002) . If two automotive companies A and B operating in country C are debtors, the ability of those firms to 5 This formula does not apply to revolving and mortgage credits, for which the correlations were specified in Basel as 0.04 and 0.15, respectively.
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7 pay their obligations is likely affected in the same direction by the underlying factor automotive industry. That is, if the activity in that sector falls, the default probability of A and B increases simultaneously. Another aspect that certainly have influence on the performance of those companies is the country C's economic level. So this is another systematic factor that may change the default probability of A and B in the same way. In contrast, if the firm A's CEO steps down or one of its factories is flooded, this event will, in principle, impact only the default likelihood of A (not B's). Hence, this would be an idiosyncratic risk of A.
Naturally, there are many common factors that act together and influence debtors' situation.
However this model may be simplified if we consider that the asset returns of all borrowers are driven by only one common factor (the "economic status"). The latent variable ( Y ), the single systematic factor ( E ), and the specific factor (  ) are assumed to be standardized normally distributed. Also, each idiosyncratic risk is uncorrelated with the systematic risk and the specific risks of all other obligors. For simplicity, all pairs of asset returns (i and j) are considered to present the same correlation ( ij  ). The correlation between the systematic factor and the asset return of each debtor is denoted YE  . Owen and Steck (1962) Apart from the doubtful presumption of normal behavior for some of these variables, the use of the linear correlation coefficient is a limitation given that it does not capture asymmetric dependence which could indicate more or less intense association across some variables in certain scenarios (see Embrechts et al., 2002) .  , evaluated at PD . Basel demands confidence of 99.9% which means that the capital is supposed to be sufficient to cover the losses whenever the economy is above (better than) the 0.01 percentile of its distribution (also assumed to be normal). Hence the extreme adverse scenario * e is given by ) 001 . 0 ( (2000), Perli and Nayda (2004) , and Crook and Bellotti (2010 
where e* indicates an extreme adverse economic scenario and can be calculated as the inverse distribution of E evaluated at 0.001 (since the critical level was set at 0.1%).
PD is the historical probability of default and  is the linear correlation between returns of obligors' assets. Obviously, the expression above cannot be solved unless the shapes of the three distributions F, G and H are known.
Some studies, such as Bluhm et al. (2002) , Kostadinov (2005) and Kang (2005) , have suggested the Student t distribution for E and i  to characterize the existence of more events (than the normal distribution) in the tails. In this case, it is not possible to define the distribution of the latent variable in [10] and the probability of default in downturns (at the 0.1% worst scenario) is:
where T v is the Student t distribution with v degrees of freedom. Given that the latent variable's distribution F remains unknown, the preceding likelihood cannot be calculated. In view of the impossibility of the estimation of the probability of default in adverse economic scenarios when 6 Provided that they are scaled with mean zero and variance one.
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one (or more) of the variables in [10] are not normally distributed, we propose a different setup to incorporate Copula Theory into this analysis and capture potential tail dependence even if we do not know any of the distributions concerning the latent variable, the economic factor and the idiosyncratic factors (which is the reality in financial institutions).
Derivation from the Gaussian Copula
Departing from [1], the conditional distribution calculated from the Gaussian Copula (restated below for convenience), consider that X 1 is a latent variable, x 1 is the level below which defaults happen and X 2 is the economic status (single factor). So, that formula gives the likelihood of the latent variable X 1 being below a specific value x 1 conditional on X 2 = x 2 . Assume that both variables follow the standard normal distribution. [ 1 ] restated normal distribution) and according to [9] , 12  can be associated to the linear correlation  between the latent variables (or the probabilities of default) such that
In resume, setting F 1 (x 1 ) = PD and F 2 (x 2 ) = 0.999, replacing , we see that the first derivative of the Gaussian Copula, [1], corresponds to the formula (restated below) used in Basel to calculate the probability of default conditional on an extremely unfavorable economic situation:
EMPLOYING ALTERNATIVE CONDITIONAL DISTRIBUTIONS TO CAPTURE TAIL DEPENDENCE
An example to detect higher dependence across losses in downturns
As indicated in some empirical studies (for instance, Di Clemente and Romano, 2004 and Das and Geng, 2006) , higher credit losses tend to be more associated than low levels of losses.
Recalling credit losses imply the existence of small values of the latent variables, we can interpret the stronger connection among losses in downturns as an effect of the intensification of the dependence across small latent variables. In other words, this is evidence that small values of the latent variables tend to be more connected over adverse periods. Thus the relationship between two latent variables, Y i and Y j , can be represented by a scatterplot like the one in Figure   1 .
[Insert Figure 1 here]
When the economic factor E is inserted in the analysis, reduced levels of this variable will present more intense association with the latent variables. Such dependence structure can be represented by, for example, the Clayton Copula and, in this case, the proportion of loans in the portfolio for which the latent variable, Y, will be smaller than the cutoff y c (i.e. the probability of default) when the economy falls to an extremely low level (e*) is derived from [2]:
is the cumulative distribution of the economic factor (which indicates adverse scenarios when it approaches 0 and booms when it gets close to 1), F Y (y c ) is the average (historically observed) probability of default and YE  is the copula parameter between Y and E.
Among the three variables necessary to compute extreme losses by applying [11], two, F Y (y c )
and F E (e*), are readily available; the former is the expected probability of default of the homogeneous portfolio and the latter is to be set according to the confidence demanded for the economic scenario 8 . Naturally, it is expected that the probability of the latent variable of each obligor being below a particular cutoff, given a specific economic level, increases when the dependence among the defaults becomes stronger. In the particular case of the Clayton Copula, 
Relationship between rank correlations
Kendall's tau ( ) is based on the number of concordant and discordant pairs of variables.
) are two independent pairs from a joint distribution, they will be
, i.e., if the two variables move in the same direction. They
. Kendall's tau is the difference between the proportion of concordant and discordant pairs, i.e.,
Defining c as the number of concordant pairs and d as the number of discordant ones, Kendall's tau is equivalently expressed as: In principle, any value in the interval
] can be used to estimate the parameter of the copula that expresses the dependence between the economic factor and the latent variable at the portfolio level. However, in the particular case of the Clayton Copula, the [ 17 ]
[ 18 ]
[ 
If the Clayton Copula is adopted to represent the dependence between the economic factor and the credit losses, the capital required to cover unexpected losses with higher dependence in downturns will be estimated by means of [11], restated below: Aas et al., 2009) where the distribution of the latent variable evaluated at the cutoff point (= PD) and the chosen percentile of the economic factor would be the conditioned and the conditioning variables, respectively.
COMPARISON BETWEEN THE PERFORMANCE OF THE BASEL METHOD AND THE PERFORMANCE OF THE SUGGESTED APPROACH
Initial comparisons
Simulations were run to check whether the estimation of unexpected losses based on formulas derived from a left-tail-dependent copula outperforms the formula used in the Basel Accord.
Following the evidence presented in the literature according to which high asset losses are prone to be more connected than low losses 10 , credit portfolios with right-tail-dependent losses were simulated with 520 observations each 11 . Two classes of loans were considered, retail (Table 2) and corporate ( Patton (2006) and Rosenberg and Schuermann (2006) . 11 This is equivalent to around 10 years of weekly data or 43 years of monthly data. 12 The retail class in these simulations excludes revolving credit and mortgages given that they have correlation indices fixed respectively at 0.04 and 0.15 in Basel Accords. The correlation across corporate loans is also a function of the size of the obligors. In these simulations, all corporate debtors were set at the maximum size (annual sales = €50 million) stipulated in Basel. Tables 2 and 3 where the correlation coefficients displayed are consistent with the formulas adopted in Basel [6] and [7] 13 ). In order to simplify the calculations for corporate portfolios, the maturity term (see [4] ) was set equal to one year.
As in the Basel approach, the portfolios are assumed to be homogeneous, i.e. all pairs have the same dependence (shape and intensity). Whilst Basel implicitly presumes the Gaussian dependence (copula), which represents a symmetric relationship without tail dependence, the simulations run in this section follow empirical evidence from the literature according to which high credit losses are typically more connected than low losses. Thus the losses in all simulated portfolios are upper-tail dependent and the Gumbel Copula was used to generate such relationship.
Following Kalyvas et al. (2006) , according to whom the distributions of credit losses are skewed to the right (positive skewness), we used two distributions (beta and gamma) to represent the loss distributions 14 . The shape of such distributions is generally like the one shown in Figure 3 .
[Insert Figure 3 here]
Ten PD levels (expected losses) were tested (from 0.01 to 0.10). So, for each loan class (retail and corporate), the capital was estimated in 20 scenarios (ten PD levels times two distributions).
The simulation of scenario was repeated 1,000 times to eliminate potential randomness effects.
The alternative approach is illustrated by a conditional distribution derived from the Clayton Copula (as in Section 4). Since there is not a unique possible parameter for the copula between each latent variable and the economic factor, three parameters were tested. They were based on the average rank correlation ( YE  ) between Y i and E, ⅓ of the maximum possible YE  , and the maximum YE  . The rank correlation between the latent variables of two obligors ) ( ij  and the 13 Difference no greater than 0.001. 14 Both distributions were simulated such that they were positively skewed (longer tail in the right side), i.e., extremely high credit losses were farther from the mean than the extremely small losses were.
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three copula parameters ) ( YE  resulted from the three rank correlations YE  used are presented in Appendices B (retail credit) and C (corporate credit).
[Insert Tables 2 and 3 In general, the results indicate that the formula currently used in Basel Accord tends to underestimate extreme (unexpected) losses for both retail and corporate portfolios when their losses present positively-skewed distributions and are right-tail dependent (higher losses more associated).
As for retail credit, Table 2 Since we are following the same presumption adopted in Basel (namely, that high PDs are less connected than low PDs), the rank correlation, ij  , between loans' losses is lower for higher  gave the best outcomes for the six highest PDs. In Panel B (gamma-distributed losses), the three lowest PDs had the better results by means of the average YE  . As PD increases, the best rank correlation becomes the smallest one (⅓ of the maximum YE  ). Table 3 (pertaining to corporate loans) confirmed the pattern showed in Table 2 for both distributions.
Calibration of the dependence between the latent variables and the economic factor
Consonant with the reasoning that supports the Basel model (i.e. high PDs are less subject to systematic risk and therefore less connected than low PDs), Tables 2 and 3 showed that the rank correlations related to the economic factor and the latent variable of each loan ( YE  ) that generated the best estimates decreased with the portfolios' PDs. Hence, based on the function used in Basel to calculate the correlation across asset returns (see [6] [ 23 ]
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where K is a constant to be set according to the characteristics of the portfolios and  , is derived from the rank correlation computed according to [24] 16 ) to the capital calculated in line with the Basel method.
[Insert Tables 4 and 5 
here]
The results show that the alternative model outperforms Basel method in all scenarios given that, for all PD levels tested, the absolute difference between the "true" (simulated) unexpected losses and the alternative estimate is smaller than the absolute difference between the true unexpected losses and the Basel estimate (compare the seventh column to the last one). 16 We used [12] to estimate YE  .
[ 24 ]
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CONCLUSIONS
We show that the formula used in Basel Accord to estimate unexpected credit losses corresponds to a conditional distribution derived from the Gaussian Copula. Since this copula family does not capture tail dependence, the model largely used by regulators may underestimate the capital necessary to face credit losses in downturns (when the connection across defaults tends to be more intense than in periods of normal economic activity).
Based on this finding, we propose a model that keeps the basic structure of the current method but uses different conditional distributions able to detect possible tail dependence among losses.
The suggested method is flexible and can capture several dependence shapes since it can be adapted to any differentiable copula family. Its implementation is as simple as the implementation of the existent model and has the advantage of identifying potential higher association between losses in downturns. As an example, we set a formula derived from the Clayton Copula that can capture the supposed stronger dependence across defaults in downturns.
There are typically several possible rank correlations between the economic factor and the latent If the losses have small rank correlation, the model proposed gets more accurate because the range of possible associations between the economic factor and each latent variable tends to be shorter than intervals resulted from high rank correlation between the latent variables. So, the variation of potential outcomes is reduced for low rank correlations across defaults and we move towards a unique solution.
By simulating credit losses that potentially represent defaults observed in real loan portfolios (i.e.
with positively skewed distributions and upper-tail dependence 17 ) and comply with the dependence levels specified in the Basel Accord, we confirm that the current model tends to underestimate joint extreme losses. We also demonstrate that the alternative formula outperforms
Basel in all scenarios tested.
It is possible that many trials to insert copulas in this Basel framework have failed due to the lack of a link between the dependence measure we need ( YE  ) and the dependence we can infer from empirical data ( ij  ). Therefore the relationship between those two measures found in this study will certainly contribute to the application of copulas to many models dealing with dependence among variables impacted by systematic (unobservable) factors.
APPENDIX A Derivation of equality [9], ij YE
  
The latent variables Y that explain defaults are assumed to follow the standard normal distribution. Therefore those variables can be decomposed into a linear combination of two other standardized normal variables. This results in expressions similar to [10] and, due to (i) and (ii), the denominator has no effect on this calculation. The covariance and the variance pertaining to variables composed of the summation of two other variables can be computed as: = 0.5, using (v) and considering that the covariance between two identical variables is equal to 1: So, combining (iii) Since Y i is the weighted sum of two random variables (the same applies to Y i ), we can calculate its variance by using [A.4] and items (ii) and (v) above: (vi) and the fact the covariance between two equal variables is 1:  is the linear correlation between the default probability of two loans i and j (which represents the correlation of all pairs in the portfolio). ** ij  is the rank correlation between the default probability of two loans i and j.  is the linear correlation between the default probability of two loans i and j (which represents the correlation of all pairs in the portfolio). ** ij  is the rank correlation between the default probability of two loans i and j. *** YE  is the rank correlation (Kendall's tau) between the latent variable of each obligor and the economic factor. *  ij is the linear correlation between the default probability of two loans i and j (which represents the correlation for all pairs in the portfolio).
**  YE stands for the rank correlation (Kendall's tau) between the latent variable of each obligor and the economic factor.
The best estimate and the smallest difference between the unexpected losses and the estimates for each PD level are highlighted in boldface. *  ij is the linear correlation between the default probability of two loans i and j (which represents the correlation for all pairs in the portfolio).
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The best estimate and the smallest difference between the unexpected losses and the estimates for each PD level are highlighted in boldface. 1.3500 0.6199 *  YE , the rank correlation (Kendall's tau) between the latent variable of each obligor and the economic factor, was calculated according to [24] . ** θ YE is the parameter of the copula that expresses the dependence between the latent variable of each obligor and the economic factor.
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